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Abstract  
 

Solution-processed organic solar cells (OSC) have been 

explored widely due to their low-cost and convenience and 

impressive power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) have surpassed 

18%.In particular, the optimization of film morphology 

including the phase separation structure and crystallinity degree 

of donor and acceptor are crucially important to the 

improvement of PCE. Considering that the film morphology 

optimization of many blends can be achieved by regulating the 

film-forming process, it is necessary to take more note to the 

employment of solvents and additives used during film 

processing, as well as the film-forming conditions. Herein, we 

summarize the recent investigations about thin-film and expect 

to give some guidance for its prospective progress. The different 

film morphologies are discussed in detail to expound the 

relationship between the morphology and devices performance. 

Then, the principle of morphology regulating is concluded. 

Finally, a future controlling of the film morphology and 

development is briefly outlooked, which may provide some 

guidance for further optimizing the device performance. 
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Introduction  
 

Organic solar cells (OSCs) have been recognized as one of the 

most promising green devices to convert solar energy to 

electricity, which possesses the advantages of lightweight, 

flexibility, printing processable and large-area production [1-4]. 

OSCs consist of anode, cathode and active layer between them. 

By 2021, thanks to the favorable development of donor and 
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acceptor materials, optimization of active layer morphology and 

maturity of processing technology, the OSCs have realized 

outstanding power conversion efficiency (PCE) over 18% for 

binary devices [5-12]. These devices based on ternary active 

layer can achieve the same or better performance [13-19].  

 

The performance of OSCs devices is closely related to the 

morphology of the active layer, because it crucially affects 

photophysical conversion process. The photophysical conversion 

process usually includes photon absorption (exciton generation), 

exciton diffusion, exciton separation, carrier transport and 

collection [20]. After the active layer absorbed a photon, the 

electron in donor's highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) 

is excited and jumps to the donor's lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO) to form a electron-hole pair bounded by 

coulomb forces. Because of the strong binding energy (0.35 ~ 

0.5 eV), the exciton cannot be separated through thermal 

vibration [21,22]. Therefore, the exciton separation can only rely 

on the electric field gravity provided by the built-in electric field 

at the donor/acceptor (D/A) interfaces. However, if the domain 

size is too large, some excitons cannot reach the D/A interfaces 

due to their short lifetime [23,24]. Only the excitons near the 

D/A interface (5~10 nm) can reach the interfaces and get the 

chance to dissociate into electrons and holes driven by the built-

in electric field. Therefore, the appreciate domain size is usually 

10 ~ 20 nm in OSCs [25,26]. According to previous researches, 

the molecular orientation of donor and acceptor at interface 

directly determines the driving forces of the built-in electric field 

[27]. When the orientation of donor and acceptor is consistent, 

the coupling force between the donor and acceptor is large, 

leading to a strong built-in electric field, which is benefit for 

exciton dissociation [28-30]. Furthermore, generated free 

electrons and holes need to transport to the corresponding anode 

and cathode through the pure acceptor and donor phases, 

respectively. Hence, the bi-continuous separated donor and 

acceptor phases, i.e., an interpenetrating network structure is 

highly desirable for carrier transmission [31-35]. In addition, 

high carrier mobility ensures the efficiency of charge collection, 

hence high crystallinity degree of donor and acceptor is required 

because it reduces the energy barrier of charge transport and 
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helps obtaining high carrier mobility. [36-41]. Also, the donor 

and acceptor should enrich at anode and cathode, respectively, 

which can effectively reduce the bimolecular recombination, 

thereby improving the charge collection [42]. According to the 

relationship between morphology of active layer and 

photoelectric process of devices, it is obvious that the active 

layer should possess a highly crystalline interpenetrating 

network with proper domain size and face-on molecular 

orientation.  

 

Therefore, on the basis of molecular tailoring [43, 44], 

researchers have invented a variety of methods for optimizing 

the morphology of the active layer. One of most widely used 

effective methods is thermal annealing (TA), which can enhance 

molecular stack and degree of crystallinity of donor and 

acceptor. [45-49]. For example, in P3HT:SF-HR blends thin 

films, the diffraction intensity becomes much clearer,  which 

means the degree of crystallinity of both donor and acceptor 

increases dramatically after TA at 120 ℃[50]. Similar to TA, 

solvent vapor annealing (SVA) is also an effective method to 

optimize the film morphology. [51-55]. Hou et al. used 

dichloromethane SVA treated DRTB-T:IC-C6IDT-IC-based 

blend film for 60 s, and the ordered aggregation of donor and 

acceptor is promoted, which facilitate the formation of 

interpenetrating network structure. This optimized phase 

separation structure is conducive to the exciton dissociation and 

carrier transport, boosting the PCE of the device from 5.03% to 

9.08% [56]. However, it is a challenge to combine the two 

methods to practical large area manufacture because TA is 

difficultly to employ to treat the flexible substrates of low glass 

transition temperature, and SVA is not compatible with roll-to-

roll processes [57,58]. 

 

Furthermore, the morphology of the BHJ active layer closely 

depends on the film-forming process of solution processing 

[59,60]. During the evaporation of solvent, the solution layer 

gradually evolves from liquid state to solid state on the substrate, 

and the formed film is frozen in thermodynamic metastable 

state. The film-forming process decides the film quenching 

depth of the frozen state. For example, through extending the 
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film-forming time, the donor and acceptor molecules have 

sufficient time to diffuse and rearrange leading to enhanced 

crystallinity of the film and increased domain sizes.  If the donor 

and acceptor are precipitated simultaneously in short time during 

the film-forming process, the degree of crystallinity of both 

donor and acceptor is low since the insufficient self-aggregating 

time. Therefore, controlling the kinetic process of film-forming 

process can also regulate the morphology of active layer. 

 

This review focuses on the influence of the film-forming 

kinetics process on the morphology of the active layer in OSCs 

and the underlying mechanisms are revealed. Furthermore, 

methods used to regulate the film-forming kinetics process are 

summarized and representative examples are given and 

discussed to understand the key parameters on tuning film-

forming process. Finally, a future controlling and development 

of film-forming kinetics is briefly outlooked, which may give 

some guidance to achieve high PCE of OSCs. 

 

The Effect of the Film-Forming Kinetics on 

Film Morphology  
The Film-Forming Kinetics Affect the Degree of 

Crystallinity of the Blend Film  
 

Due to the semicrystalline character of the conjugated 

molecules, the crystalline phase and amorphous phase always 

coexist in the active layer. For crystalline phase, the degree of 

intermolecular coupling is high, which reduces the energy 

barrier of carrier transport and is benefit for carrier mobility. For 

the amorphous phases, the large energy barrier is adverse to 

carrier transport. However, if the duration of film-forming 

process is too short, the time for molecules in the solution to 

diffuse and self-organize is insufficient. Consequently, most 

molecules tend to be frozen in amorphous state, which leads to a 

low degree of crystallinity. Therefore, extending the film-

forming duration is an effective strategy to improve the 

crystallinity. 

 

Adding additive or using solvent with high boiling point (b.p.) 

can prolong the film-forming process effectively. Professor 
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DeLongchamp group investigated the effect of additives, 1,8-

octanedithiol (ODT, b.p. ≈ 270 °C) and 1-chloronaphthalene 

(CN, b.p. ≈ 263 °C), on the film-forming process of poly (3-

hexylthiophene)/phenyl-C61-butyric acid methyl ester 

(P3HT/PCBM) blend solution, and the main solvent is 

chlorobenzene (CB, b.p. ≈ 131 °C) [61]. From the extinction 

coefficient ratio and the evolution of film thickness (Figure1c, d, 

f, g), it is clear that the film-forming duration was prolonged 

from ca. 20 s to 30 s and even110 s, respectively. The extended 

film-forming process provide enough time for self-aggregation 

of both P3HT and PCBM. As a result, the relative the crystal 

diffraction value of the film with 2% ODT and CN increased 

from the initial 0.6 to more than 0.8. The improved degree of 

crystallinity facilitates carrier transport, and hole mobility and 

charge extraction can be impacted positively through the additive 

processing [62, 63]. Take the addition of ODT for instance, the 

addition of additive increased the Jsc from 1.67 mA/cm2 to 8.87 

mA/cm2, boosting the PCE from 0.58% to 3.13%. 

 

Not only the crystallinity of P3HT/PCBM film was improved 

after adding ODT or CN, the crystal size was enlarged as well. 

Energy-filtered transport electron microscope (EFTEM) was 

employed to characterize the variation of crystal size. As shown 

in Figure 2b-d, the crystal size of P3HT is just a few nanometers 

in both wide and long direction. While after the addition of 

additive, the width of P3HT fibers increased to 20 ~ 30 nm, and 

its length is approximately several hundred nanometers. 

Meanwhile, tiny nodule structures of PCBM phases also exist 

among P3HT nanofibers, which guarantee the exciton 

dissociation. This phenomenon can be explained in the view of 

ratioof characteristic length scale (R) and exciton diffusion 

length (RS), which has positive correlation with the crystallinity 

and phase purity. The group characterized the Rs using in-situ 

fluorescence spectroscopy (PL spectroscopy) [64]. The results 

showed that the R/RS increased to ~ 0.7 and ~ 0.95 after the 

addition of additive due to the increased phase purity and 

crystallinity [65]. Consequently, the highest exciton dissociation 

efficiency (about 94%) and high internal quantum efficiency 

(IQE) could be obtained from the device processed with adding 

2% CN [66]. 
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Figure 1: The film-forming process of P3HT/PCBM blend from CB solution 

(a)(d) without additives, (b)(e) with 2% ODT and (c)(f) with 2% CN. (a-c) The 

evolution of the extinction coefficient (k) at 605 nm to k at 462 nm. (d-f) Film 

thickness evolution. (g) GIWAXS diffraction patterns of different solid films 

[61]. 

 

To further reveal the underlying mechanism of the formation of 

solid films under different solvent systems, in-situ grazing 

incidence wide-angle X-ray scatting (GIWAXS), in-situ 

spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and film thickness test were 

employed to study the film-forming kinetics [67]. As shown in 

Figure 3, without any additives, the main solvent CB evaporates 

quickly and the time of film-forming is very short. This fast 

film-forming process cannot provide sufficient time for the 

donor and acceptor to aggregate and crystallize, which resulting 

in both donor and acceptor frozen amorphous state. When CN 

was added, after CB was fully evaporated, P3HT crystal and CN 
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solution of donor and acceptor remained in the film. And P3HT 

can aggregate at a lower degree of supersaturation in CN and 

ODT, hence, P3HT continues to crystalline during CN and ODT 

evaporating. Furthermore, the CN and ODT can selectively 

dissolve PCBM inferred from Table 1, and after the 

crystallization of P3HT, the PCBM can diffuse out from the 

P3HT domains. Furthermore, the ODT avoids too excessive 

crystallization of donor, which makes the crystallinity more 

balanced. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: (a) The final relative crystallinity of P3HT/PCBM blend BHJ film 

from CB solution without additives and with additive in different 

concentration. TEM images of films processed (a) with no additive, (b) with 

2% ODT, and (c) with 2% CN. P3HT domain is bright, PCBM domain is dark 

[61]. 

 
Table 1: Solubility of P3HT、PCBM in CB、CN、ODT. 

 
Solvent Solubility (mg/mL) 

P3HT PCBM 

Chlorobenzene (CB) 14 35 

Additives 1,8-octanedithiol (ODT) 0.50 30 

1-chloronaphthalene (CN) 6.4 37 
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Figure 3: Schematic image of film drying process in different solvent systems 

[67]. 
 

Besides the typical polymer/PCBM blends, extending the film-

forming process could also improve the crystallinity of all-small 

molecular blends and all-polymer blends. McDowell C. et al. 

studied the different influence of CB/polystyrene (PS) binary 

solvent and CB/PS/1,8–diiodooctane (DIO, b.p. ≈ 168 °C) 

ternary solvent on the film-forming process of the 7,7'-(4,4-

bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-silolo[3,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-2,6-

diyl)bis(6-fluoro-4-(5'-hexyl-[2,2'-bithiophen]-5yl)-

benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole (p-DTS(FBTTh2)2) /[6,6]-phenyl 

C71-butyric acid methyl ester (PC71BM) blends [68]. The film-

forming duration increased from 46 s to > 1800 s after the 

addition of DIO (Figure 4a). In Figure 4b, the diffraction peaks 

at 4.4 nm-1 (yellow region) originated from the metastable state, 

and the one centered at 2.8 nm-1 (green region) is corresponding 

to p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 alkyl chain stacking in crystals. The 

metastable GIWAXS diffraction peaks at 4.4 nm-1 disappeared, 

while the diffraction peaks of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 alkyl chain 

around 2.8 nm-1 were significantly enhanced. The result 

indicated enhanced degree of crystallinity which was mainly 

attributed to the sufficient time for sufficient migration and 
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rearrangement during the prolonged film-forming process rather 

than freezing at metastable state in the short film-forming 

process. The enhanced crystallinity of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 was 

also confirmed in this article as shown in Figure 4d. Comparing 

with the morphology of film processed with CB/PS in Figure 4c, 

many crystalline fibrils of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 can be observed 

interspersing the PS phases in the film processed with 

CB/PS/DIO (Figure 4d), which implies more p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 

self-organize into crystals in the extended film-forming process. 
 

 
 

Figure 4: (a) The thickness evolution of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2/PC71BM blend film 

in main solvent CB without additive (black), with PS additive (blue), with DIO 

additive (red) and with PS and DIO additive (purple). (b) The GIWAXS 

diffraction intensity of p-DTS(FBTTh2)2/PC71BM/PS/CB and p-

DTS(FBTTh2)2/PC71BM/PS/DIO/CB blends at 6s、45s、120s during film-

forming process. (c) EFTEM image of the dry film from p-

DTS(FBTTh2)2/PC71BM/PS/CB solution and (d) p-

DTS(FBTTh2)2/PC71BM/PS/DIO/CB solution, green regions and red regions 

are p-DTS(FBTTh2)2 rich phases and PC71BM and PS rich phases, respectively 

[68]. 
 

In some highly crystalline blend systems, the crystallization 

would induce phase separation, leading to too large domain size. 
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Shortening the film-forming process is an efficient way to 

decrease the domain size, because it could freeze more 

molecules in amorphous state, which reduce the driving force of 

phase separation. Employing the solvent with low b.p. as main 

solvent is one of effective methods to shorten the film-forming 

duration. Zhu et al. used 2-methyltetrahydrofuran (MTHF, 

b.p.=80 °C) to replace CB (b.p.=132 °C) to accelerate solvent 

evaporation process of the poly{(4,8-bis(5-(2-

ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b']dithiophene-co-4,8-

di(thien2-yl)-2-(6-(1,1,1,3,5,5,5-heptamethyltrisiloxan-3-

yl)hexyl)-6octyl[1,2,3]triazolo[4,5-f]isoindole-5,7(2H,6H)-

dione} (PTzBI-Si) /poly{[N,N-9-bis(2-octyldodecyl)-

naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-alt-5,50-(2,20-

bithiophene)} (N2200) blends, and the film-forming time is 

shortened from ~11.7 s in CB  to ~3.7 s in MTHF (See Figure 

5b) [69]. The shortened film-forming duration caused the 

decreased crystallinity, which suppressed the formation of large-

scale phases. Meanwhile, it also reduced the diameter of fibrous 

PTzBI-Si crystals from larger than 400 nm to 35 nm (Figure 5a). 

The optimized morphology facilitated the exciton dissociation, 

boosting the Jsc from 2.76 mA cm-2 to 15.41 mA cm-2, which 

leads to the PCE increased from 1.01% to 9.01%. 
 

In addition to solvent engineering, elevating the temperature of 

substrate could also shorten the film-forming process as well. 

Wang et al. shortened the film-forming process of PBDB-

T/INPIC-4F (the molecular structure and energy level are shown 

in Figure 6a and b for) blends to reduce the domain size through 

elevating the substrate temperature from room temperature (RT) 

to 100 °C [70]. INPIC-4F preferred to grow into large 

polycrystalline spherulites when casted on the substrate under 

room temperature with solvent-vapor (SV) atmosphere due to 

long self-organizing time, leading to a low PCE value of 9.9% 

(FF=69.4%, Jsc = 17.4 mA/cm2). While the film was casted on 

the hot substrate (HS) of 100 ℃without SV atmosphere, the 

evaporation process of the solvent was shortened [71,72]. As a 

result, the large-scale crystals of INPIC-4F were inhibited, thus 

the value of root-mean-square (RMS) surface roughness was 

reduced from 20 nm to 2.8 nm as shown in Figure 6c-h. The 

optimized morphology is beneficial to exciton dissociation 

(increased from 94.7% to 97.4%) and charge carrier collection 
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(increased from 80.1% to 84.8%). Moreover, the π-π stacking of 

INPIC-4F was also enhanced. As shown in Figure 6i, the 

diffraction peak at 1.85 Å-1 represents π-π stacking of INPIC-4F 

molecules. When cast on a HS with 100 ℃, the position of 

diffraction peak at 1.85 Å-1 moved to a higher qz. Furthermore, 

the absorption intensity of INPIC-4F increased as well (Figure 

6j). All of these imply the tighter stacking and enhanced π-π 

packing of INPIC-4F, which is benefit for charge carrier 

transport. As a result, the electron and hole mobility increased 

from 8.7×10-5 cm2 V-1 s-1 and 4.8×10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1 to 6.6×10-4 

cm2 V-1 s-1 and 6.1×10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1, respectively. Consequently, 

the FF increased to 73.2% and Jsc increased to 21.8 mA/cm2, 

which boosted the PCE to 13.1%. 

 

 
 

Figure 5: (a) Morphology of films treated with different solvents. Top to 

bottom are AFM height maps, phase diagrams, scattering-type scanning near-

field optical microscopy SNOM and TEM. (b) (100) and (010) diffraction peak 

intensity of GIXD versus time [69]. 
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Figure 6: (a) molecular structure and (b) energy level diagram of PBDB-T and 

INPIC-4F. (c-h) AFM images of PBDB-T/INPIC-4F film surfaces at different 

magnifications: (c)(f) spin-coating, (d)(g) spin-coating in evaporation 

atmosphere, (e)(h) spin coating on a thermal substrate under 100 ℃. (i) 

GIWAXS diffraction intensity image of pure INPIC-4F film, PBDB-T/INPIC-

4F film casted with room temperature in an SV atmosphere, in standard case, 

and on HS with 100 ℃. (j) absorption spectra of PBDB-T/INPIC-4F films 

prepared under different conditions [70]. 

 

The Film-Forming Kinetics Affect the Molecular 

Orientation of Donor and Acceptor  
 

Conjugated molecules are highly anisotropic, and the strong 

electronic coupling is only expected for molecules oriented with 
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their π systems parallel to each other, which directly leads to the 

corresponding anisotropy of carrier mobility. Take P3HT for 

instance, the carrier mobility along the π-π stacking direction is 

approximately 10-2 cm2 V-1 s-1, but the one is lower along the 

alkyl side chain, which is only 10-4 cm2 V-1 s-1. As well known, 

conjugated molecule shows three different orientations in the 

film, i.e., edge-on (alkyl side chains are perpendicular to the 

substrate), face-on (π planes are parallel to the substrate) and 

flat-on orientation (the rigid backbones are perpendicular to the 

substrate) (Figure 7) [71]. According to the anisotropic carrier 

mobility, it can be deduced that the carrier transport along the 

direction perpendicular to the substrate is the lowest when the 

molecules adopt edge-on orientation. Unfortunately, conjugated 

molecule tends to adopt edge-on orientation because it is its 

thermodynamic stable state.  

 

As we mentioned above, the longer film-forming process is, the 

easier is the formation of thermodynamic stable state. Hence, the 

edge-on orientation would be suppressed through shortening the 

film-forming duration [72]. Ryu et al. [73] studied the 

relationship between molecular orientation and film-forming 

methods. The results show that when the film was casted 

through drop casting, P3HT in film adopt edge-on orientation 

due to the long film-forming duration (about 30 min). While, the 

film-forming duration decreased to less than 20 secs when using 

spin-coating. As a result, P3HT was frozen in the sub-stable 

face-on orientation due to the insufficient organized time. 

Similarly, regulating the spin speed could modify the molecular 

orientation as well. DeLongchamp et al. [74] pointed that P3HT 

film casted with faster spin speed (2000 rpm) prefers face-on 

orientation compared to the one casted with slower spin speed 

(250 rpm). Consequently, the carrier mobility measured through 

effect transistors (FET) increased from of 1×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1 to 

6×10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1. 
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Figure 7: Three crystallographic orientations of polymer molecules [71]. 

 

The solvent also determines the film-forming kinetics to a large 

extent apart from film-forming method. Take poly{[N,N'-bis(2-

octyldodecyl)-naphthalene-1,4,5,8-bis(dicarboximide)-2,6-diyl]-

alt-5,5'-(2,2'-bithiophene)}(P(NDI2OD-T2))/poly[4,8-bis(5-(2-

ethylhexyl)thiophen-2-yl)benzo[1,2-b:4,5-B']dithiophene-alt-3-

fluorothieno[3,4-b]thiophene-2-carboxylate] (PTB7-th) blends 

for example, P(NDI2OD-T2) and PTB7-th adopted edge-on and 

face-on orientation respectively when using CN as solvent [75]. 

While if CN was substituted by solvents with relatively low b.p., 

such as o-dichlorobenzene (oDCB) and CB, the transition of 

P(NDI2OD-T2) orientation from edge-on to face-on in the 

PTB7-th/P(NDI2OD-T2) blends would occur, which was 

illustrated in Figure 8a and b. Therefore, the electron mobility 

increased from 1.01×10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 to 6.20×10−5 cm2 V−1 s−1 

and the PCE increased from 0.53% to 3.52% (Table 2). The 

orientation of Ph-DTDPo-TE:PBDB-T blend film changed from 

edge-on to face-on, the exciton dissociation probability 

increased from 93% to 96.3% [76]. The optimization is 

attributed the consistent molecular orientation of donor and 

acceptor molecules induces strong built-in electric field, which 

is benefit for the exciton dissociation. 
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Figure 8: (a) Out-of-plane and (b) in-plane GIXD diffraction intensity for 

PTB7-th: P(NDI2OD-T2)=1:1 dry BHJ film cast from CN, o-DCB and CB 

[75].  

 

Table 2: Device performance of different solvent treatment. 

 

Combining the solvent engineering with spin speed is an 

effective strategy to regulate the film-forming kinetics. Kitchen 

et al. [77] combined spin speed with solvent to regulate the 

orientation of P3HT in P3HT/PCBM blends. It shows that when 

oDCB (b.p. 131°C), was selected as solvent and the film was 

casted through high spin speed, P3HT tended to adopt edge-on 

orientation. On the contrary, choosing chloroform (CF, b.p. 61 

°C) as solvent and high spin speed could promote P3HT to adopt 

face-on orientation as shown in Figure 9. It is worth noting that 

corresponding to the transition from edge-on to face-on, the Voc 

of solar cells increased from 0.26 V to 0.4 V. This is because the 

ionization energy of HOMO and the LUMO in the conjugated 

polymer are determined by the intrinsic surface dipoles, i.e., the 

HOMO level of P3HT with edge-on orientation is higher than 

the one with face-on orientation. Hence, the transition of 

molecular orientation from edge-on to face-on of P3HT leads to 

an increased gap between the HOMO of P3HT and the LUMO 

of PCBM, thus boosting the value of Voc. 

Solvent μh (10-5 cm2/(V s)) μe (10-5 cm2/(V s)) PCE(%) 

CN 0.62 ± 0.10 1.01 ± 0.16 0.53 ± 0.07 

oDCB 3.90 ± 0.36 2.58 ± 0.26 2.73 ± 0.13 

CB 8.40 ± 0.69 6.20 ± 1.51 3.52 ± 0.11 
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Figure 9: GIWAXS diffraction patterns of P3HT/PCBM films prepared under 

4 different conditions [77]. 

 

The Film-Forming Kinetics Affect the Domain 

Sizes of the Blend Film  
 

After the generation of excitons in BHJ solar cells, excitons 

would diffuse to the interface, then separate into free carriers 

[78]. The diffusion length of excitons in organic semiconductor 

materials is usually 5~10 nm [23,24,79]. If the domain sizes are 

too large, a large number of excitons cannot reach the D/A to 

dissociate and recombine to ground state as illustrates in Figure 

10A. Hence, a small domain size is required for exciton 

dissociation. However, too small phase domain would induce the 

recombination between electrons and holes due to Coulomb's 

gravity during the charge transport. Therefore, the domain size 

should satisfy both the requirements of exciton dissociation and 

charge transport simultaneously.  

 

 
 

Figure 10: (a) Schematic illustration of exciton dissociation and carrier 

transport in large phase domains [80]. 
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During the film-forming process, the duration of coarsening 

usually determines domain size. Kim et al. [81] studied the 

relationship between film-forming kinetics and domain size of 

poly{2,5-di(2-thienyl)thiophene-alt-6,7-difluoro-2,3-bis (3,4-bis-

(octyloxy)phenyl)qunoxaline)}(PDFQx3T)/P(NDI2OD-T2)) 

blends. They employed solvents with different b.p., including 

CF, CB, oDCB and p-xylene (XY), and got domain size of 27 

nm, 126 nm, 170 nm and 320 nm, respectively. The results 

indicate the solvent with low b.p. accelerates the film-forming 

process, which shorten the coarsening of phase separation. 

Compared with the large domain size (320 nm), the domain size 

of 27 nm is optimal for exciton quenching efficiency, which 

increased from 77.6% to 87.5%. Consequently, Jsc increased 

from 7.91 mA cm-2 to 10.58 mA cm-2, thus boosting PCE from 

3.83% to 5.11%.  

 

Adjusting the composition of additives is also an effective 

strategy to controlling the domain size. Ma et al. [82] studied the 

relationship between the composition of additives and domain 

size. In FTAZ:ITIC-Th blends, ODT could promote the 

nucleation of donor and acceptor, while DIO could prolong the 

crystal growth process during film-forming stage. It shows that 

when the ratio of ODT to DIO is 0:0.5%, the phase domain size 

is 71 nm and the phase purity is 0.66; when the corresponding 

ratio is 0.375%:0.125%, the phase domain size reduced to 14 nm 

and the phase purity increased to 0.79. They ascribed the 

optimized morphology and PCE to the change of the film-

forming kinetics (Figure 11bc): If only DIO exists, the film-

forming duration would be extended excessively due to its high 

b.p. and induce a large domain size. When adding ODT as the 

other additive, the volatile ODT could induce the nucleation 

within 100 s, while DIO still existed in the film for a longer 

period (>100 s), which could further promote the crystal growth. 

Due to the compromise between nucleation and crystal growth, 

the domain size was decreased, while the domain purity was 

increased. The optimized morphology is benefit for exciton 

dissociation and charge transport, leading PCE increased from 

9.04% to 10.93%. 
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Figure 11:(a) Reduced RSoXS data of films with different composition. (b) In 

situ GIWAXS data of the (010) diffraction peak of FTAZ/ITIC-Th(1:1.5, w/w) 

films processed from additives of different composition. (c) Schematic of the 

effect of ODT and DIO additives on the crystallinity of the active layer [82]. 

(d) The evolution of roughness of films deposited under various temperatures 

(Solid is P3HT/PCBM, hollow is pure P3HT) [60]. 

 

As we mentioned above, too small domain size is not benefit for 

the charge transport, and extending the film-forming duration is 

an effective method to enlarge the domain size [83]. Barrena et 

al. [60] decreased the flow rate of the dry gas (N2) and the film-

forming temperature (Figure 11d) to extend the film-forming 

duration of P3HT/PCBM blend. When the flow rate was 

decreased to 0.5 m/s, turning the film-forming temperature from 

40 °C to 15 °C, the film-forming duration would be prolonged 

from less than 100 s to around 1100 s. The prolonged duration 

provides enough time for phase coarsening, resulting in larger 

domain size, which can be deduced by the increased a large root 

mean square (RMS) from less than2.5 nm to around 25 nm. The 

enlarged domain size could suppress the biomolecular 

recombination, increasing Jsc from 3.2 mA/cm2 to 7.2 mA/cm2. 

Similarly, adding high b.p. additive could increase the domain 
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size as well. Manley et al. [84] extended the film-forming 

duration of PTB7 film from about 9 s to 5580 s by adding DIO, 

and the coherence lengths (CLs) increased from 1.99 to 2.36 nm, 

whose effect of optimizing PCE has been verified [85]. 

 

The Film-Forming Kinetics Affect the Phase Separation 

Structure of the Blend Film  
 

In order to ensure carriers transport to the corresponding 

electrodes effectively, the donor and acceptor should form 

continuous phases, respectively, i.e., bi-continuous lateral phase 

separation or interpenetrating network [86]. If the donor and/or 

acceptor form isolated island-like phase separation structure, the 

bimolecular recombination of carrier would be serious, which 

cause low FF and Jsc of device. In addition to the lateral bi-

continuous structure, the vertical phase separation structure, 

referring to the distribution of donor and acceptor in the 

perpendicular direction to the substrate, also plays an important 

role in the charge transport and collection. Recent studies show 

an ideal vertical phase separation structure should be described 

as donors enrich near the anode and acceptors enrich near the 

cathode, which is expected to improve the charge transport and 

collection efficiency [87,88]. 

 

Promoting the aggregation of fullerene in polymer/fullerene 

blends is benefit for the formation of interpenetrating network. 

Heeger et al. prolonged the film-forming time of the [2,6-(4,4-

bis(2-ethylhexyl)-4H-cyclopenta[2,1-b;3,4-b']-dithiophene)-alt-

4,7-(2,1,3-benzothiadiazole)] (PCPDTBT)/PC71BM blends by 

adding DIO as additive. Due to the high b.p. and selective 

solubility to PC71BM of DIO, PCPDTBT precipitates in advance 

after the evaporation of main solvent, while PC71BM still 

dissolved in DIO. Consequently, the crystallization process of 

PCPDTBT and PC71BM occurred in different stages. Without 

the disturb between donor and acceptor and the prolonged film-

forming process, it is easy for PCPDTBT and PC71BM to self-

organize into continuous pathways [89]. In order to confirm the 

formation of continuous structure, the authors removed the 

PC71BM in the blend film as shown in Figure 12. It is obvious 

that the residual PCPDTBT formed island-like phase separation 
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structure without additive. While after adding DIO, continuous 

pathways formed due to the formation of PCPDTBT fibers, and 

the aggregated fullerene filled in the space between polymer 

fibers, thus a bi-continuous structure was formed. The optimized 

phase separation structure was beneficial for the device 

performance, resulting in the increase of Jsc from 11.74mA/cm2 

to 15.73mA/cm2 and the PCE from 3.35% to 5.12%. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: TEM image of PCPDTBT/PC71BM film (a) without and (c) with 

the addition of the 1,8-diiodooctane. AFM diagram of PCPDTBT network 

structure after the removal of PC71BM film treated (b) without and (d) with 

1,8-diiodooctane. (e) Schematic illumination of the action of the 1,8-

diiodooctane in the self-assembly of bulk heterojunction blend materials [89]. 
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The vertical phase separation structure could be optimized by 

regulating film-forming process as well. Sun et al. [90] 

prolonged the film-forming process of P3HT/PCBM blend by 

adding tetralin as additive. As the X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure 13ab) shows that the quality ratio of 

PCBM to P3HT (mPCBM:mP3HT) near the film surface 

increased from 0.1 to 0.72 after adding CN. This variation was 

ascribed to the high solubility of PCBM and slow volatilization 

rate of CN compared to main solvent. At the late stage of film-

forming process, parts of PCBM  dissolved in the residual CN. 

As evaporation of CN, PCBM would migrate from the inside to 

the surface of the film drove by the directed diffusion of CN. 

This kind of vertical phase separation is benefit for charge 

transport and collection of devices with normal structure. Thus, 

the PCE is 1.5 times higher than the device fabricated from the 

solution without CN. 

 

Combining the film-forming kinetics and surface tension is also 

an effective way to optimize the vertical phase separation. Liang 

et al. [42] added 1,2,4-triclorobenzene (TCB) to the CB solution 

of  the P3HT/(5Z,5'Z)-5,5'-((7,7'-(4,4,9,9-tetraoctyl-4,9-dihydro-

s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b']dithiophene-2,7-

diyl)bis(benzo[c][1,2,5]thiadiazole7,4diyl))bis(methanylylidene)

)bis(3-ethyl-2-thioxothiazolidin-4-one) (O-IDTBR) blends to 

improve its vertical phase separation. After adding TCB, the 

content of P3HT near the top surface increased from 89% to 

96%, while the content of P3HT near the bottom of the film 

decreased from 50% to 42% according to depth-dependent 

absorption spectra as shown in Figure 13c. These variations can 

be interpreted by the differences in characters between CB and 

TCB, especially their b.p. and the solubility of solutes in them. 

Due to the lower surface tension of P3HT compared with PCBM 

(γP3HT = 21.1 mN/m < γO-IDTBR = 28.1 mN/m), P3HT in the 

P3HT/PCBM blends is inclined to move to the top surface to 

decrease the Gibbs free energy during the film-forming process. 

When using CB as solvent, the film-forming process was ~50 s, 

a large number of P3HT have no enough time to migrate. 

Therefore, the vertical phase separation was not thorough. While 

after adding TCB, TCB has higher b.p. than the main solvent 

CB, which prolonged the film-forming process to about 210 s. 
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Meanwhile, the solubility of P3HT and O-IDTBR in TCB is 

higher the one in CB. Hence, after the volatilization of CB, a 

mass of P3HT and O-IDTBR still dissolved in TCB. As TCB 

evaporates, P3HT has enough time to migrate, leading to more 

P3HT distributed on the top surface of film. The optimized 

morphology suppressed the bimolecular recombination (the 

exponential factor α increased from 0.96 to 0.98), boosting the 

PCE from 4.45% to 7.18% in an inverted device structure. 

Similar phenomenon was observed in polymer/fullerene blends 

as well. Yang et al. used DCB as main solvent and 1,8-

octanedithiol (OT) as additive in P3HT/PCBM blend. The 

addition of OT increased the content of P3HT at film surface 

and decreased the content of PCBM at film bottom as shown in 

Figure 13d, which increased PCE by 10 times from the initial 

~0.29%. All the examples demonstrate that changing the film-

forming kinetic to optimize the lateral and vertical phase 

separation structure of the active layer is an effective method to 

improve the device performance of OCSs. 
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Figure 13: (a) XPS spectrum. (b) Schematic of the role of solvent evaporation 

rate [90]. (c) Film-depth-dependent light absorption spectra of P3HT:O-IDTBR 

blend film prepared under different conditions. Top and bottom surfaces 

represent P3HT:O-IDTBR/MoO3 and ZnO/P3HT:O-IDTBR interfaces, 

respectively. (d) Schematic diagram of morphology evolution in films treated 

with two types of solvent [91]. 
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Summary and Perspectives  
 

The photovoltaic performance of OSCs is closely related to the 

BHJ morphology of the active layer, because the crystallinity, 

molecular orientation, domain size and phase separation 

structure have profound influence on the exciton dissociation, 

charge transport and collection. As we know the morphology of 

BHJ is kinetically frozen structure. Hence, regulating the 

duration of film-forming process, including solvent engineering 

and adjusting the substrate temperature, is an effective way to 

optimize the morphology of the active layer. Film-forming 

process contains solvent evaporation and solutes solidification, 

thus regulating the b.p. of solvents and spin speed and so on is 

effective to optimize the morphology. Specifically, prolonging 

the film-forming process could extend the duration of molecular 

diffusion, which is benefit for the crystallization and phase 

separation, thus high crystallinity and large domain size with 

high phase purity were achieved. Moreover, the shortening the 

film-forming process could promote the molecules to stay at 

metastable state, in which the molecules tend to adopt face-on 

orientation. Furthermore, the selective solubility and high b.p. of 

additive could also regulate the sequence of solidification 

between donor and acceptor, promoting the formation of 

interpenetrating networks with optimized lateral phase 

separation. Overall, the examples demonstrated herein offer a 

rational guide to understand the foundation of film-forming 

kinetics on optimizing the BHJ morphology of active layer. 

 

Presently, OSCs based on polymer/nonfullerene blends 

dominate the development of OSCs. The morphology 

optimization of the nonfullerene-based blend films empirically 

follows the various treatments originally developed in 

polymer/fullerene blends. Considering the different properties 

between nonfullerene and fullerene derivatives, such as 

solubility in solvent, miscibility between donor and acceptor and 

molecular diffusivity, morphology optimization should take 

comprehensive attention to the molecular properties of the active 

layer, and rational morphology control treatments should be 

developed toward the combination of improved efficiency and 

increased stability. Additionally, solvent engineering is highly 
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meet the requirement for practical application of OSCs, such as 

the fabrication of large-area and flexible OSCs. Hence, thorough 

comprehension about film-forming kinetics in non-halogenated 

additives during large-area film-forming process, such as doctor 

blading, roll-to-roll and ink-jet printing, should be taken into 

account to fabricate OSCs for their future application 
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